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ABSTRACT 
 With sports tourism gaining ground worldwide corporate are realizing faster to 

capitalize on the wave to provide an incentive to high performers and as a result collaborating 

with tour operators to reward high performing employees to watch IPL matches in stadiums 

and reside in luxurious hotels. However it has been found that there is an increasing demand 

to shift the venue from India to abroad and therefore this study attempts to find the core 

reasons and the extent to which the perception of tour providers and corporate customers 

differ. Using a corporate base of 44 and 19 tour operator sample the researcher finds some 

areas of differences and suggests tour operators to improve their offerings and corporate to 

keep high standards of coordination. 
 

KEYWORDS: Corporate Customers, IPL, Sports Tourism, Tour Operators. 
 

INTRODUCTION 

 Sports tourism is gaining momentum worldwide and leads to range of economic, 

socio-cultural and ecological repercussions (Higham, 2005; Hriz & Ross, 2010). Higham 

(2005) has pointed lack of strategic collaboration between sport and tourism agencies. Sports 

tourism is found to have dramatic economic effects (Weed & Bull, 2009). Sports tourism 

involves a systemic process, critical assessment and goal orientation. Sports tourism product 

is a multi dimensional combination of services as well as a reservoir of opportunities of 

experience (Dreyer 2004, Tuppen 2000). Haugland et. al. (2011) opined that tourists consider 

entire destination product as a unit and hence sports tourism presents a bundle of services.  

1.1 SPORTS TOURISM IN INDIA AND CORPORATE CONNECT WITH TOUR   

OPERATORS:  

Sports tourism has been a neglected area in India (Sasi, 1995). Even though India’s share is 

global tourism is less than 1%, the sector contributes a little above 6% employment in India. 

The Ministry of Tourism believes that the tourism revenue would grow faster in next decade 

owing to structural changes. The sports tourism in India has been confined to adventure 

sports but of late the rise of Indian Premier League has presented a unique opportunity and 

the researcher has learnt that for the last 4 years, the corporate sector has been forging 
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alliance with tour operators to take its high performing employees to watch IPL matches and 

stay in luxurious hotels. This is one of the innovations in rewarding the high performing 

employees. The IPL has been a centre of attraction for the last six years and is generally 

considered to be a high profile showcase in the world for (T20) cricket, the shortest form of 

professional cricket and worldwide recognized for its business success and surprisingly 

enough its brand value has been estimated to be close to US$3 billion. 

 

RESEARCH GAP  

While on one side the corporate connection with tour operators is apparently on a rise the 

pattern of such connection is still an unexplored area of research. Furthermore are there any 

signs of corporate customers demanding any shift of sports tourism from India and if yes are 

there any similarities and dissimilarities regarding the factors leading to such shift; are totally 

unexplored in Indian context. Hence this research work has been carried to bridge the gap.  
 
OBJECTIVES: 

(i) To explore the extent to which tie ups have been undertaken by corporate sector with 

tour operators to use sports tourism to reward high performance employees and 

identifying the variables considered prominent by the tour operators and corporate 

customers for sports tourism for high performing employees.  

(ii) To evaluate the extent of similarities and dissimilarities as perceived by corporate 

customers and tour operators for change in India as a sports tourism destination. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: 

The study is exploratory in nature based on the response of senior corporate executives in 

human resources who manage the innovative reward system of collaborating with tour 

operators for sports tourism of high performing employees and the concerned tour operators. 

TYPE OF DATA USED: 

Primary data has been collected and used for this study. 

TYPE OF SAMPLE & SIZE:  

Stratified random sampling covering 19 tour operators and 44 corporate customers belonging 

to mostly the metro cities of India has been used. 

DATA COLLECTION TOOL AND RELIABILITY: 

Self designed questionnaire with 24 items on Likert scale has been used as the tool. A pilot 

study and expert opinion were carried while Cronbach alpha has been found to be 0.882 
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greater than generally accepted score of 0.8 which indicates validity of questionnaire and 

reliability of the collected data. 

DATA ANALYSIS:  

Friedman ANOVA, Kendall’s Coefficient, Mann-Whitney ‘U’ Test and Z Value have been 

used on SPSS platform.  Percentage analysis and Factor analysis have also been carried to 

assess extent of usage and key factor identification 

FINDINGS: 

The finding section has been classified under two subheadings analyzing how sports tourism 

is used and whether any significant differences in viewpoint of corporate customers and tour 

operators regarding shift in India as the destination exist. 
EXTENT OF USAGE OF SPORTS TOURISM TO REWARD HIGH-PERFORMING 
EMPLOYEES 
It is useful to analyse as to what extent sports tourism compares with other reward systems 

and how popular this new reward system has been. To study these the following figures can 

be considered. 

Figure 1: Corporate response to utility of Sports Tourism as a reward tool 

 
Figure 2: Number of high performer employees opting for Sports Tourism 
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Figure 3: Trend in request for change in India as Sports Tourism Destination 

 
Figure 4: No. of employees who were sponsored to travel abroad for Sports Tourism 

 
Figure 5: No. of Corporate who considered shift in Sports Tourism from India for their high 
performing employees 
 
 
From the Figures 1 and 2 it is apparent that sports tourism is gaining ground as a reward tool 

and the corporate opting for it now consider it a very important tool as not only it rewards, it 
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also provides time to employee to relax and really use the resource to refresh herself and join 

back with 110% post the event. It is encouraging for the researcher to note that this 

innovation is more popular than the traditional cash reward system. This in turn boosts 

employee productivity.  The popularity can also be gauged from the fact that the number of 

employees opting for sports tourism has boosted by almost 140% during 2011 to 2013.  It is 

also clear from figure 3 that there is a rise in request for change in tourism destination and 

with international travel and tourism becoming more competitive, corporate sector can ask 

the tour operators to consider the shift. The figures 4 and 5 show that there is almost six times 

rise in employees who were sponsored abroad while increasingly the corporate sector has 

asked the tour operators to arrange for the sponsored tourism out of India. 

SIGNIFICANT VARIABLES LEADING TO SHIFT IN INDIA AS A SPONSORED 

SPORTS TOURISM DESTINATION FOR HIGH PERFORMING EMPLOYEES AND 

RELATIVE CITATION OF REASONS FOR SHIFT BY THE TOUR OPERATORS AND 

THEIR CORPORATE CUSTOMERS.  

After analyzing the trends in sports tourism as a reward tool, it was worth to identify the 

prominent factors leading to demand for the shift and using the factor analysis significant 

loadings were observed for 11 factors (Variables Affecting Shift) as mentioned in table (1). 
 

Table 1: Relative pattern of VAS for tour operators and corporate customers 

   
 

S.
N. 

Variables 
Affecting Shift 

(VAS) 

Tour operators (n=19) Corporate Customers  (n=44) 
Average 

Rank Sum Rank 
Obtained 

Average 
Rank Sum Rank 

Obtained 

1 Hotel service 9.41 178.79 9 8.56 376.64 8 

2 Hotel security 3.57 67.83 3 3.74 164.56 3 

3 Airport 
facilities 6.21 117.99 6 6.44 283.36 6 

4 Airport 
security 3.15 59.85 3 3.22 141.68 3 

5 Transport 
coordination 8.51 161.69 8 10.81 475.64 10 

6 Stadium 
security 3.91 74.29 3 4.85 213.4 4 

7 Stadium 
services 10.8 205.2 11 10.92 480.48 11 

8 
Interest to 
explore new 
destination 

10 190 10 9.21 405.24 9 
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9 Brand image of 
STD 2.84 53.96 3 3.12 137.28 3 

10 
Behaviour of 
various service 
provider staff 

8.10 153.9 7 6.25 275 6 

11 

Quality of 
Food and 
Beverage 
Service 

3.21 60.99 3 4.81 211.64 4 

Kendall’s ‘W’ 
(Coefficient of 
Concordance) 

0.654 0.728 

Friedman ANOVA 
Chi-Square Value 189.66** (10 df) 271.42** (10 df) 

** Significant at 1 per cent level. Figures in brackets shows the degrees of freedom  
Note: Table value of Chi-square for d.f. 10 at 1% level=23.209 

The above table (1) depicts the results of Kendall’s ‘W’ and Friedman ANOVA along with 

calculated rank for each of variable. The table presents 0.7740 and 0.9231 as the ‘W’ value 

respectively for the tour operators and corporate customers. The ranking scores seem higher 

while the Friedman ANOVA value 189.66 and 271.42 respectively for tour operators and 

their corporate customers are also significantly higher than table value of 23.209 at 1% level 

of significance for degree of freedom 10. Thus there is no significant difference in the 

ranking pattern of both corporate customers and tour operators while the higher ‘W’ value 

indicates significant relatedness in ranking of the variables on line of this study. 

Table 2: Results of Mann-Whitney ‘U’ Test between Rank Sum Scores of tour operators and 

corporate customers for VAS 

 
S.N. 

V.A.S.  Rank Sums ‘U’ Test 
Value 

‘Z’ 
Value  Tour operators (n=19)  Clients (n=47) 

1 Hotel service 1236.5 912.5 378.0* -2.65 
2 Hotel security 1617.85 862.5 222.5** -4.55 
3 Airport facilities 1302.0 805.0 340.5 -1.60 
4 Airport security 1697.5 828.0 206.5** -4.75 
5 Transport coordination 1411.5 703.0 411.5 -0.95 
6 Stadium security 1755.0 1005.5 231.0** -4.35 
7 Stadium services 812.0 517.5 522.5 -0.85 
8 Interest to explore new 

destination 
769.5 644.0 372.5 -1.30 

9 Brand image of Sports 
Tourism Destination 

1305.5 811.0 426.5* -2.25 

10 Behaviour of various service 
provider staff 

1022.0 736.5 360.0 -1.45 

11 Quality of Food and 
Beverage Service 

1046.5 655.0 348.5 -1.55 

*Significant at 5% level      ** Significant at 1% level 
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While comparing the ranking perception using the ‘Mann-Whitney U Test’ the researcher 

tested a null hypothesis (Ho1): There is no significant difference between tour operators and 

corporate customers regarding rank sum scores of ‘Variables affecting Shift’.   

On observing table (2) it could be found that amongst the VAS items, for only 5 namely 

Hotel service, Hotel security, Airport security, Stadium security, and Brand image of Sports 

Tourism Destination; significant difference between rank sum scores of tour operators and 

corporate customers exist.  The remaining items reveal the insignificant variation in the 

respective sum scores and thus on the whole it can be safely opined that significant difference 

between tour operators and corporate customers in respect to their rank sum scores in context 

to ‘variables affecting shift’ does not exist and therefore we may reject the null hypothesis 

(Ho1). However it would be wrong for both the parties to undermine the factors where 

significant variations have been observed. 

 

CONCLUSION  

Not many corporate have started using this reward tool nevertheless given the popularity it is 

only a matter of time that this trend becomes a fashion.  While on one side the corporate 

sector wants to reward high performing employees in form of sponsoring sports tourism, and 

the demand is on the rise courtesy the zeal for introducing innovative ideas and lucrative 

deals available via the tour operators; on the other side it is apparent that the employees want 

to travel abroad for sports tourism forcing the corporate customers to demand a shift in sports 

tourism from India from the tour operators.  The research reveals that a good coordination 

exists between the two parties but in the time to come both should encourage healthy 

communication in form of sharing useful information, taking feedback is constructive form 

and keep on innovating and identifying new avenues of sports tourism. Significant difference 

between rank sum scores of tour operators and corporate customers for variables namely the 

Hotel service, Hotel security, Airport security, Stadium security, and Brand image of Sports 

Tourism Destination are the eye opener and both parties need to understand that all of these 

are not external uncontrollable working on which may reverse the shift in destination to some 

extent. With FIFA World Cup 2014 around the corner followed by the Cricket World Cup 

2015, Tennis tournaments etc., spread across the world; the demand from high performing 

employees leading the corporate customers to ask for the shift in sports tourism destination is 

inevitable to the extent it does not pinch the corporate pocket too much. 
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